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NS "Pylon S " China Limited Edition vehicle price 168000 yuan. saw the first sight of Moulton bicycle can not help but be attracted, its
compact size and folding design has a great temptation. Although "small size", but it is "great", adequate transport capacity, low
center of gravity, low vibration brings a perfect ride experience. Brand founder Alex Moulton, is an invention of shock absorber design
throughout the country and highly respected British engineer and inventor. In 1956, the Suez Canal crisis caused by worldwide
shortage of oil, this let Dr. Moulton on energy utilization of deep reflection and pursuit for cycling comfort, convenience of the firm
determination. After four years of research and, in 1960, finally developed the "suspension", "small wheel diameter form" as the
characteristics of the "improved bicycle". In 1962, Dr. Moulton created the brand of the same name, and was first officially launched in
the Earl's house for the first time in the AM cycle. Soon after, AM in London hit a 260km time record, set off a great disturbance.
Since then, people recognize and bear in mind the unique style of the British aristocracy of high-end bike brands. Today, the brand
still uphold the founder of design concept, namely "diameter wheel, full suspension, Unisex sturdy frame and the segmentation of the
purposes and adhere to the innovation", and continuous research and development more models to meet the demands of the BMX
enthusiasts. 2015 years, Moulton latest launch of the "Pylon S NS" China Limited Edition, the world's 50 units, is the Moulton for the
Chinese market in particular, the production of special edition! The "NS" in "Pylon S S" contains three meanings; "Pylon Single",
"Steel Stainless" and "Edition Special"". Gu Mingsi meaning "Pylon Single" is the meaning of "single tower", breaking the general
concept of the structure of the bicycle, the construction of the perfect combination of elements with a bicycle. "Ns pylon s" is NS
series only a "full" stainless steel models, because Dr. Moulton design ns in front shock Flexitor? Four pillars and five pass
(commonly known as BB) on preserving color, so in the "ns pylon s" is also a spell retained. The design of the new stainless steel
Flexitor? Before the shock is the first application to NS cars. Zhezhi stainless steel Flexitor? Before the shock with a double pylon
after Moulton development department for improvement and testing, is now all Flexitor? Version of the hard and ceiling earthquake
efficiency highest a! This "Pylon S NS" header is "AM" rather than the current "M" header. This is quite representative of the logo, this
is inherited from Mo>
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